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H7101 

 קצין

qa tsı yn 



BDB Definition: 

1) chief, ruler, commander 

1a) chief, commander (in war) 

1b) dictator 

1c) ruler (of one in authority) 

Part of Speech: noun masculine 

A Related Word by BDB/Strong’s Number: from H7096 in the sense of 

determining 

Same Word by TWOT Number: 2054a

H7860 

 שׁטר

sho t   r 

BDB Definition: 

1) (Qal) official, officer 

Part of Speech: verb or noun masculine 

A Related Word by BDB/Strong’s Number: active participle of an 

otherwise unused root probably meaning to write 

Same Word by TWOT Number: 2374a



 

H4910 

 משׁל

ma  shal 

BDB Definition: 

1) to rule, have dominion, reign 

1a) (Qal) to rule, have dominion 

1b) (Hiphil) 

1b1) to cause to rule 

1b2) to exercise dominion 

Part of Speech: verb 

A Related Word by BDB/Strong’s Number: a primitive root 

Same Word by TWOT Number: 1259

Which having no guide, overseer, or ruler,



H4428 

 מלך

melek 

BDB Definition: 

1) king 

Part of Speech: noun masculine 

A Related Word by BDB/Strong’s Number: from H4427 

Same Word by TWOT Number: 1199a

 

H4436 

 מלכּה

malka h 

BDB Definition: 

1) queen 

Part of Speech: noun feminine 

A Related Word by BDB/Strong’s Number: from H4428 

Same Word by TWOT Number: 1199b
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Region  

Number of 

species 
[24]

 

Neotropics 2162 

Nearctic 580 

Europe 180 

Africa 2500 

Asia 2080 

Melanesia 275 

Australia 985 

Polynesia 42 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Region
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ant#cite_note-HolldoblerWilsonAnts-23
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neotropic_ecozone
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nearctic_ecozone
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Europe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Africa
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Melanesia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polynesia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ant


ants have no ruler, because ants are divided up into castes and have a queen. 

The queen ant is mostly just an egg factory the ants care for; she doesn't 

make decisions

the ants don't rule each other, or make decisions; it's all instinct,

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7d/Atta.cephalotes.gamut.selection.jpg


To compare the ant's "authority structure" to that of a human government as 

though they were the same is simply wrong.

Workers without bosses: How ants and bees know what to do when  

There's no ant boss, termite overseer or bee middle manager shouting, "Hey 

you! The nest needs urgent repair, so stop collecting food!" says Deborah M. 

Gordon, assistant professor of biology.  

Yet somehow social insects divide up tasks and switch from one task to 

another when the need arises. Gordon and other biologists would like to 

know how they do that.  



In a progress article in the March 14 issue of the journal Nature, Gordon 

writes that research on social insects long has shown that the task a worker 

insect performs partly depends on internal factors, such as the individual's 

size or age. But in the past decade, studies have shown that the insects also 

respond to external factors. They choose to rest or rush to work, and they 

switch tasks rapidly and often, in response to cues from the environment and 

from the actions of other individuals. 

81

 

Gordon says that the actions of a colony of ants or bees are like the many 

specialized cells produced as an embryo develops, or like the firing patterns 

of neurons in the brain. In each case there is no central headquarters giving 

orders, and the individual cells do not start out with a predetermined task. 

 

"A single neuron does not think '10' or 'coffee cup,' " she says. "Its function 

depends on what other neurons are doing at the same time. No single neuron 

can think, but the brain can think."  



How does an individual ant know what to do and when to do it?  

"Workers might use some simple rule based on the rate of encounter with 

others," Gordon says. "Say a forager expects to meet another every 2 

seconds, and if she does, she goes on foraging. But if she starts to meet other 

foragers every 0.5 seconds, she stops foraging.  

"If the number of foragers goes up, she will experience a higher interaction 

rate. Using this simple rule the worker can respond to a change in worker 

number without having to count anything global, only having to assess the 

interval between contacts that she experiences."  



One of the best things on the internet is Ted.com's collection of short 

films of talks to TED Conferences. TED stands for Technology, 

Entertainment, Design. It started out (in 1984) as a conference bringing 

together people from those three worlds. Speakers are expected to give 

"the talk of their lives (in 18 minutes)".  

I am amazed how people can dedicate their lives to tiny areas of study 

and in awe of how humanity (somehow) knits all that knowledge 

together in order to progress. This talk is a perfect example. This lady, a 

professor at Stanford, has spent 20 years digging in the Arizona desert 

to study ant colonies. Ants do not live as directed, managed 

communities. Their "queen" mates once, orgiastically, and spends 15-20 

years laying eggs fertilised by that one collection of sperm. In a sense the 

colony is "hers" (she gives birth to every member; it begins with her 

and ends when she dies) but it seems she plays no part in directing it. 

Ants have no leaders. Ants have no managers. The Bible was right 

(Proverbs 6:6 - 6:8) 

http://www.ted.com/


Go to the ant, thou sluggard; consider her ways and be wise. Which 

having no guide, overseer, or ruler provideth her meat in the Summer and 

gathereth her food in the harvest. 

Yet ants somehow allocate tasks between them logically, and switch 

tasks according to the colony's need. Professor Gordon's question is 

"how?" and she applies what she learns to the study of human 

organisations. She has discovered that (as the TED site summarises it) 

the "...long evolution of the ant colony has resulted in a system driven 

by accident, adaptation and the chaos and "noise" of unconscious 

communication..." 

Interestingly, while the Bible is right about the anarchism of the ant, it 

is wrong about its industry. Half of the ants are idle or (as Professor 

Gordon puts it, "in reserve") [No doubt New Labour will soon 

redesignate the unemployed and "economically inactive" as "reserve 

workers".] Even more interestingly, colonies become collectively more 

sophisticated in their responses to events as they grow. Yet ants (other 

than queens) only live for one year. This is nothing to do, as she says, 

with "older, wiser ants

 

 

 

 

 

 



Collective Intelligence in Ant Colonies  

 

 

Hasan GUCLU 

 

Stories about totalitarian societies, inexorable armies, and voracious 

monsters are often told as stories about ants. But ants have no dictators, 

no generals and no evil masterminds. In fact, there are no leaders at all. 

  

 

http://www.fountainmagazine.com/arti...?ARTICLEID=417 

 

Self OrganIzatIon In Ants  

 

 

There is no leader, planning, or programming in the world of ants. And 

the most important point is that there is no chain of command as we 

mentioned before. The most complex duties in this society are carried 

out without skipping a beat due to an immensely advanced self-

organization. Consider the following example 

 

8881   

however, could be important by inducing more ants to leave the nest. 

http://www.fountainmagazine.com/article.php?ARTICLEID=417
http://www.fountainmagazine.com/article.php?ARTICLEID=417
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?hl=ar&sl=en&u=http://entclub.org/&prev=/search%3Fq%3DAnts%2Bhave%2Bno%2Bleaders%26hl%3Dar%26client%3Dfirefox-a%26rls%3Dorg.mozilla:en-US:official%26hs%3DKvN%26sa%3DN%26start%3D20&rurl=translate.google.com.eg&usg=ALkJrhhnRPAfzTUU8fJyVFo4Ar3QVL7ctA
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?hl=ar&sl=en&u=http://entclub.org/&prev=/search%3Fq%3DAnts%2Bhave%2Bno%2Bleaders%26hl%3Dar%26client%3Dfirefox-a%26rls%3Dorg.mozilla:en-US:official%26hs%3DKvN%26sa%3DN%26start%3D20&rurl=translate.google.com.eg&usg=ALkJrhhnRPAfzTUU8fJyVFo4Ar3QVL7ctA


The model confirms that no leader is needed to induce shifts of activity, 

but that a modulation of the transmitted information can be sufficient. 

The modulation of information in the model involves two parameters, 

the number of ants induced to leave the nest (ai) and the 

 

http://psyche.entclub.org/98/98-323.html 

Ants 

Ant colonies are arguably the most successful team on the planet - they 

are so dominant in nature that even despite their tiny size they make up 

10% of all living things by weight on the planet. No matter where you 

are in the world, it is said, if you are outside and you look down 

carefully you will probably see an ant. Ants have no overall leader - the 

Queens role is simply to reproduce. Even with their tiny brains Ants use 

Swarm Intelligence to solve complex route planning problems as 

efficiently as our best computers [1] 

 

 

 

http://www.bioteams.com/2005/06/27/virtual_teams.html 

Gordon is painfully aware that her two decades of study opens only a 

narrow window on ant evolution, already played out for 100 million 

years. Still, from the study of tiny insects on this patch of desert 

ranchland, Gordon struggles with the largest conceivable questions. 

They’re posed by patterns of organization utterly different from our 

own, in a society with no leaders, creating the puzzle that Gordon keeps 

re-working in her mind as she makes her daily rounds. 

http://psyche.entclub.org/98/98-323.html
http://psyche.entclub.org/98/98-323.html
http://www.bioteams.com/2005/06/27/virtual_teams.html
http://www.bioteams.com/2005/06/27/virtual_teams.html


 

http://www.aliciapatterson.org/APF19...er/Foster.html 

If you watch ants for any length of time you will see that they really do 

communicate with each other, and very effectively too. Scouts return and 

communicate with nest mates by touching each other with their antennae, 

and they also leave scent trails for others to follow.

Pheromones 

http://www.aliciapatterson.org/APF1904/Foster/Foster.html
http://www.aliciapatterson.org/APF1904/Foster/Foster.html
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On another day while sailing over a valley where there were many 

swarms of ants, Solomon heard one ant say to the others, 'Enter your 

houses; otherwise Solomon's legions will destroy you.' The king asked 

why she spoke thus, and she answered that she was afraid if the ants 

looked at Solomon's legions they might be turned from their duty of 

praising God, which would be disastrous to them. She added that, being 

the queen of the ants, she had in that capacity given them the order to 

retire. Solomon desired to ask her a question; but she told him that it 

was not becoming for the interrogator to be above and the interrogated 

below. Solomon thereupon brought her up out of the valley; but she 

then said it was not fitting that he should sit on a throne while she 

remained on the ground. Solomon now placed her upon his hand, and 

asked her whether there was any one in the world greater than he. The 



ant replied that she was much greater; otherwise God would not have 

sent him there to place her upon his hand. The king, greatly angered, 

threw her down, saying, 'Dost thou know who I am? I am Solomon, the 

son of David!' She answered: 'I know that thou art created of a 

corrupted drop [comp. Ab. iii. 1]; therefore thou oughtest not to be 

proud.' Solomon was filled with shame, and fell on his face. 
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